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Abstract

Current efforts in space weather forecasting of CMEs have been focused on predicting their arrival time and magnetic structure. To
make these predictions, methods have been developed to derive the true CME speed, size, position, and mass, among others. Difficulties
in determining the input parameters for CME forecasting models arise from the lack of direct measurements of the coronal magnetic
fields and uncertainties in estimating the CME 3D geometric and kinematic parameters after eruption. White-light coronagraph images
are usually employed by a variety of CME reconstruction techniques that assume more or less complex geometries. This is the first study
from our International Space Science Institute (ISSI) team ‘‘Understanding Our Capabilities in Observing and Modeling Coronal Mass
Ejections”, in which we explore how subjectivity affects the 3D CME parameters that are obtained from the Graduated Cylindrical Shell
(GCS) reconstruction technique, which is widely used in CME research. To be able to quantify such uncertainties, the ‘‘true” values that
are being fitted should be known, which are impossible to derive from observational data. We have designed two different synthetic sce-
narios where the ‘‘true” geometric parameters are known in order to quantify such uncertainties for the first time. We explore this by
using two sets of synthetic data: 1) Using the ray-tracing option from the GCS model software itself, and 2) Using 3D magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) simulation data from the Magnetohydrodynamic Algorithm outside a Sphere code. Our experiment includes different
viewing configurations using single and multiple viewpoints. CME reconstructions using a single viewpoint had the largest errors and
error ranges overall for both synthetic GCS and simulated MHD white-light data. As the number of viewpoints increased from one
to two, the errors decreased by approximately 4� in latitude, 22� in longitude, 14� in tilt, and 10� in half-angle. Our results quantitatively
show the critical need for at least two viewpoints to be able to reduce the uncertainty in deriving CME parameters. We did not find a
significant decrease in errors when going from two to three viewpoints for our specific hypothetical three spacecraft scenario using syn-
thetic GCS white-light data. As we expected, considering all configurations and numbers of viewpoints, the mean absolute errors in the
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GCS model. We found the following CME parameter error bars as a starting point for quantifying the minimum error in CME param-
eters from white-light reconstructions: Dh (latitude)=6�þ2�

�3� , D/ (longitude)=11�þ18�
�6� , Dc (tilt)=25�þ8�

�7� , Da(half-angle)=10�þ12�
�6� , Dh (height)

=0:6þ1:2
�0:4R�, and Dj (ratio)=0:1þ0:03

�0:02.
� 2022 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are large-scale eruptions
of plasma and magnetic fields from the Sun that are usually
regarded as the major drivers of geomagnetic effects at
Earth. Current efforts in space weather forecasting of
CMEs are largely focused on predicting their arrival time
(e.g., Zhao and Dryer, 2014; Riley et al., 2018) and their
magnetic structure (e.g., Riley et al., 2017; Kilpua et al.,
2019). Other related parameters that have gained the atten-
tion of the community are CME speed, size, and mass (see
e.g. the review by Vourlidas et al., 2019, and references
therein). Despite the development of numerous models
and techniques aimed at predicting each of these parame-
ters (together or separately), current predictive capabilities
are still affected by relatively large errors. With regard to
the current status of CME arrival time prediction, recent
studies have agreed that, regardless of the method used,
typical errors seem to revolve around �10 hr (e.g., Riley
et al., 2018; Wold et al., 2018; Vourlidas et al., 2019). Apart
from the well-known issues related to understanding how
CMEs are launched from the Sun (Green et al., 2018)
and how they evolve through interplanetary space
(Manchester et al., 2017; Luhmann et al., 2020), it is clear
that one major drawback lies in the lack of reliable
observation-based input. This includes CME input param-
eters (such as initial speed, geometrical properties, etc.) as
well as input of the heliospheric background through which
CMEs propagate, which are themselves associated with
errors (e.g., Lee et al., 2009; Hinterreiter et al., 2019).

Difficulties in determining the input parameters for
CME forecasting models arise from the lack of direct mea-
surements of the coronal magnetic fields and uncertainties
in estimating the CME geometric and kinematic parame-
ters after eruption. When evaluating the three-
dimensional (3D) CME structure and speed, it is common
procedure to derive such parameters from remote-sensing
data. White-light coronagraph images are usually
employed by a variety of models that assume more or less
complex geometries. The simplest estimates can be
obtained by fitting 2D ellipses (e.g., Yurchyshyn et al.,
2007) or 3D cones (e.g., Zhao et al., 2002; Xie et al.,
2004; Xue et al., 2005) to single-viewpoint images. These
techniques were initially developed to use data from the
Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO;
Brueckner et al., 1995) instruments onboard the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO; Domingo et al.,
2

1995). After the launch of the Solar Terrestrial Relations
Observatory (STEREO; Kaiser et al., 2008) twin spacecraft
in 2006, the coronagraphs that are part of the Sun-Earth
Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SEC-
CHI; Howard et al., 2008) suite began to provide two addi-
tional viewpoints from Earth’s orbital distance. Such new
observations allowed the development of stereoscopic tech-
niques to investigate the 3D structure and kinematics of
CMEs.

Triangulation methods were developed and employed,
e.g., by Mierla et al. (2008), Temmer et al. (2009), Liu
et al. (2010), Liewer et al. (2011), Braga et al. (2017) and
Balmaceda et al. (2018) to derive the de-projected kine-
matic properties of CMEs. Coronagraph images from
two different locations can nowadays be analyzed online
through the STEREO CME Analysis Tool (StereoCAT;
https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/analysis/stereo/), which uses
the triangulation algorithm described in Mays et al.
(2015). Meanwhile, more complex geometrical models
describing CME morphology emerged. For example, the
Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS; Thernisien et al.,
2006; Thernisien et al., 2009; Thernisien, 2011) model can
use both STEREO viewpoints, together with the additional
view from SOHO, and an ad hoc geometrical CME model
to recover the 3D structure of CMEs in the solar corona.
Three viewpoints can be employed in a variety of other
models, including the Space Weather Prediction Center
CME Analysis Tool (SWPC_CAT; Millward et al.,
2013), the empirical model of Wood and Howard
(2009)—applied to 31 events in Wood et al. (2017), the
Flux Rope in 3D (FRi3D; Isavnin, 2016) model, and the
revised cone model (Zhang, 2021; Zhang, 2022).

Several studies have focused on the comparison of dif-
ferent CME reconstruction methods based on coronagraph
imagery. Mierla et al. (2010) applied five reconstruction
techniques to seven CMEs observed by the coronagraphs
onboard both STEREO spacecraft in order to derive their
propagation angles. They concluded that all tested meth-
ods yield latitudinal and longitudinal values that usually
lie within � 10� of each other, suggesting that exceptions
are due to the fact that different techniques can be applied
to different parts of a CME. Jang et al. (2016) analyzed 306
(partial and full) halo CMEs and compared the resulting
2D parameters from single-spacecraft measurements (using
plane-of-sky observations from SOHO) and 3D parameters
from multi-spacecraft measurements (using StereoCAT
with STEREO data). They concluded that 2D speeds are
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usually underestimated by � 20%, while 2D widths tend to
be remarkably overestimated compared to their corre-
sponding 3D parameters. Recently, Paouris et al. (2021)
presented a new geometrical approach for the correction
of plane-of-sky CME speeds. In their study, the uncertainty
in the de-projected speed estimates were bounded via upper
and lower limits in the true angular width of a CME utiliz-
ing multi-viewpoint observations. The de-projected speeds
were � 12:8% greater than their plane-of-sky speeds for
the full 1037 event sample. The de-projected CME speeds
were then utilized to estimate the CME arrival time at
Earth also taking into account the 3D geometry of the
CME. They found that slower CMEs are described better
by using a spherical front to de-project the speed, whereas
faster CMEs are likely flatter. However, they found only
slight improvements in CME arrival time metrics when
using de-projected speeds compared to using uncorrected
speeds. Lee et al. (2015) applied three different reconstruc-
tion methods to 44 (partial and full) halo CMEs from
Earth’s viewpoint, in order to establish whether the result-
ing 3D parameters are consistent with each other. In partic-
ular, the authors compared the single-viewpoint ice-cream
cone model of Xue et al. (2005), the StereoCAT tool, and
the GCS model. The study concluded that, while the two
multi-viewpoint reconstructions methods are in reasonably
good agreement, the cone model applied to single-
spacecraft data is generally consistent with multi-
spacecraft techniques when determining CME speed, but
tends to underestimate the angular width for wide
angular-width events (> 100�). If replicated, these results
could be promising, especially considering that corona-
graph images from multiple viewpoints are not available
at all times. Contact with the STEREO-B spacecraft was
lost in late 2014 and STEREO-A data were not available
during most of 2015 due to its location on the far side of
the Sun. Furthermore, as STEREO-A approaches the
Earth by � 22:5� per year, the spacecraft has become too
close (mid 2022) to provide significant additional informa-
tion compared to Earth’s L1 viewpoint.

In brief, it seems that different reconstruction methods
yield results that are generally consistent with each other.
However, it is important to note that most of the tech-
niques mentioned above are not automated, hence the
resulting parameters are highly dependent on the specific
user that utilizes them. On the other hand, thus far auto-
mated or semi-automated techniques are not trustworthy
enough compared to fitting by a human—e.g., automated
routines may split one CME into multiple CMEs (Riley
et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2022). To the best of our
knowledge, there is no published literature that explores
how subjectivity affects the 3D CME parameters that are
obtained from any reconstruction technique. To be able
to quantify such uncertainties, one would need to know
the ‘‘true” values that are being fitted and this is impossible
to derive from observational data. To approach this prob-
lem, we have designed two different synthetic situations
where the ‘‘true” geometric parameters are known or can
3

be derived, in order to quantify such uncertainties for the
first time. To this end, we have generated synthetic line-
of-sight integrated white-light intensity images: 1) Using
the ray-tracing option from the GCS model software itself,
and 2) Using 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simula-
tion data from the Magnetohydrodynamic Algorithm Out-
side a Sphere (MAS; e.g., Riley et al., 2012; Riley et al.,
2019) model. For the purpose of this study, we have chosen
to use the GCS fitting technique, which is readily available
to the community via IDL SolarSoft (Freeland and Handy,
1998). Our analysis is performed on both single and multi-
ple viewpoints.

It is important to consider CME reconstructions using
coronagraph data within the larger context of space
weather forecasting. As mentioned above, the resulting
3D parameters are often used as input for CME propaga-
tion models to estimate their arrival time and impact at
Earth or other locations. Large international efforts (see
e.g. the CME Arrival Time and Impact Working Team;
https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/assessment/topics/helio-cme-
arrival.php) are currently focused on benchmarking the
performance of different propagation models (e.g.,
Verbeke et al., 2019). However, no large studies involving
many different users have been performed with the aim of
quantifying the uncertainties related to CME input param-
eters that are usually derived from 3D reconstructions, in
order to evaluate how such uncertainties affect CME prop-
agation modeling results. In practical applications, such
uncertainties will be highly valuable e.g. for ensemble mod-
eling (Mays et al., 2015). The work presented in this paper
is a result of an International Space Science Institute (ISSI)
team ‘‘Understanding Our Capabilities in Observing and
Modeling Coronal Mass Ejections” whose goal is to
explore the errors associated with CME forecasting, both
from an observational point of view, such as presented
within this paper, as well as for CME propagation
modeling.

In this context, the work presented here aims to repre-
sent the initial step toward the creation of such benchmark-
ing. The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the methodology and results for the synthetic
white-light data generated from the GCS model, while Sec-
tion 3 shows the methodology and results employed on the
3D MHD simulation data. Our results are discussed in Sec-
tion 4, while our main conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Synthetic White-light Data derived from the Graduated
Cylindrical Shell model

2.1. The Graduated Cylindrical Shell Model

The GCS model (Thernisien et al., 2006; Thernisien
et al., 2009) is an empirically-defined density model
designed to reproduce the large-scale flux-rope morphology
of CMEs (see e.g. Vourlidas et al., 2013, for an in-depth
discussion of the flux-rope morphology identifiable in
coronagraph images). Its geometry is often referred to as
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Table 1
True GCS parameters for each of the configurations shown in Fig. 1 and
present in Section 2.2.

Configuration A B C

Longitude / [�] 25.7 �35:8 20.1
Latitude h [�] 11.7 �10:6 2.5
Axial tilt c [�] �31:9 �2:2 �11:2
Height of apex h [R�] 13.91 7.46 8.69
Aspect ratio j 0.29 0.32 0.47
Half-angle a 42.2 50.6 52.8
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a ‘‘hollow croissant” and consists of a half-torus frontal
part with two conical legs connected back to the Sun.
The resulting shape, reminiscent of a croissant, is ‘‘hollow”
in the sense that the electron density is placed uniquely on
the shell of the model. The GCS model can produce a syn-
thetic line-of-sight integrated white-light intensity image
for comparison with coronagraph images of CMEs. This
means that fits performed with the GCS model can provide
geometrical parameters of CMEs, but no information on
their magnetic field structure. The shape and size of the
croissant’s shell is defined by a series of parameters that
users can adjust while performing a fit: central latitude
(h) and longitude (/), axial tilt (c, calculated with respect
to the solar equator), height of the apex (h), aspect ratio
(j, i.e., the ratio of the CME size at two orthogonal direc-
tions), and half-angle (a, i.e., the half-angular distance
between the leg axes). The model becomes equivalent to
the classic ice-cream cone model (Fisher and Munro,
1984) when a is set to zero. Other derived parameters
include the half-angle of the conical legs d, related to the
aspect ratio j as j ¼ sin d, as well as the face-on width
xFO ¼ 2ðaþ dÞ and edge-on width xEO ¼ 2d, which coin-
cide when a ¼ 0� (Thernisien, 2011). However, these widths
are specific to the GCS geometry and defined as the posi-
tion angle between the croissant legs which taper rapidly.
Compared to the way plane-of-sky widths are measured
from coronagraph CME images, the GCS widths are usu-
ally an overestimation, which becomes important when
using these as inputs to CME propagation models. For this
reason we also computed the face-on width at b ¼ 0� (see
Fig. 1 in Thernisien, 2011, for angle definitions). The
face-on width at b ¼ 0� is derived from the geometry as

xFOðb¼0�Þ ¼ arctan
sin aþ j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� j2 þ sin2 a

p
1� j2

 !
: ð1Þ

Thernisien et al. (2006) warned about three main sources of
errors in the model, the first given by errors intrinsic to the
fitting method, the second being the error that stems from
the photometric modeling assumptions (i.e., related to the
electron density), and the third one related the results being
dependent on the user’s expertise and subjective interpreta-
tion of the phenomenon. Regarding the first source of
uncertainty, it is important to note that, due to the symme-
try of the model, different parameters may fit the same
CME well (i.e., the set of solutions may not be unique).
This is especially true when fitting single-spacecraft data,
which provide a single 2D projection of a 3D structure.
However, when different viewpoints are available, the
observations are always made from the ecliptic plane and
because most solar activity comes from roughly equatorial
latitudes, there are not enough constraints on the CME
reconstruction. Thernisien et al. (2009) performed a sensi-
tivity analysis using a semi-automated evaluation of the
GCS fit for each parameter for 26 events, finding a mean
deviation of �1:8� in latitude, �4:3� in longitude, and
þ0:07�0:04 in aspect ratio j. The deviations for tilt (�22�)
4

and half-angle a ðþ13��7� Þ were found to be an order of
magnitude larger than those for latitude and longitude,
showing that evaluation of the orientation and axial length
of a CME is a particularly challenging task. This is espe-
cially true for events that are seen edge-on only (i.e., the
a parameter is degenerate) and for those that present a dis-
torted front and/or signatures of asymmetrical expansion,
or CMEs that are seen as directly face-on only (e.g.,
Cremades et al., 2020).

2.2. White-light images generated from the GCS model

The first set of white-light data that we study consists of
images constructed via the GCS model. The GCS model is
able to produce a synthetic line-of-sight integrated white-
light intensity image based on a given set of the GCS model
parameters. This procedure is implemented into the IDL
SolarSoft routine scraytrace, which also contains the
GCS fitting routine. We have selected three different syn-
thetic GCS CME events to fit, all of which are Earth-
directed and each configuration will have a different space-
craft separation set up. In Table 1, we provide the GCS
parameters used to create the synthetic CME events
(named A, B, and C), while Fig. 1 shows the spacecraft sep-
arations and number of spacecraft for all three events.

Ten members of the team performed blind CME fits for
each scenario. The reconstructions were blind in the sense
that the spacecraft configurations relative to the CME
direction were not revealed to the observers, and addition-
ally the team members involved in preparing the synthetic
white-light data did not perform any of the reconstruc-
tions. For each considered CME event, we have performed
a fit using only LASCO-like white-light data (i.e. the loca-
tion of the spacecraft was at L1; these are scenarios A1, B1
and C1), and a fit where we also used white-light data from
one to two additional spacecraft. For the first event (A),
the two spacecraft are located at L1 and þ90� (HEEQ)
from L1 (STEREO-A location, A2 scenario); for the sec-
ond (B) and third (C) events, they are located at L1 and
�60� (L5, STEREO-B location, B2 scenario) and �120�

(STEREO-A and -B, C2 scenario), respectively. For the
last (C) event, we have also performed a fit with three view-
points where all three spacecraft have a 120� separation
from each other (C3 scenario), and finally one fit with
two viewpoints where only the height of the apex h of the
GCS model was altered. This latter fit will provide us with



Fig. 1. Spacecraft configurations used for fitting the synthetic GCS-
generated CMEs in Heliocentric Earth Ecliptic (HEE) coordinates. The
arrow denotes the propagation direction of the CME in the ecliptic plane.
A: Two spacecraft in quadrature. B: Two spacecraft separated by 60�,
simulating two observers at the L1 and L5 points. C: Three spacecraft
separated by 120� from one another.
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the opportunity to discuss the linear speed and associated
errors derived from these two consecutive fits. In Fig. 2
the synthetic white-light images created for each of the
GCS model events (listed in Table 1) are shown. Note that
each event is Earth-directed, so that we have an (almost)
halo CME in L1 data, but each CME is directed slightly
differently. Hence, we should keep in mind when analysing
the final data that, as we are also using different observa-
tion angles for multi-viewpoint fits, we cannot draw any
conclusions about our fitting capacities between different
viewpoints. We can, however, draw general conclusions
about our fitting abilities, as will be presented in the next
section.
2.3. CME reconstructions of GCS synthetic white-light data

Each of the seven configurations (three events A, B, and
C and considering different number of spacecraft: A1, A2,
B1, B2, C1, C2, and C3, as described in the previous sec-
tion) have been fitted for a total of ten times (one for each
member participating in this study). Since the true fit for
the perfect GCS model fit is known, the results allow us
to learn more about the minimum CME parameter uncer-
tainties that should be taken into account when performing
a GCS model fit on real observational data. In Fig. 3, we
present results for the event in configuration B in the form
of a collection of correlation plots between all possible
GCS fit parameters. On the left side (B1), we show results
for fittings of one viewpoint (L1) and on the right side (B2)
for fittings of two viewpoints (L1 and L5, with 60� separa-
tion). All of the values are shown relative to the true GCS
fit on which the white-light image data is based. The
dashed lines through the ð0; 0Þ point show the true fit
parameters. Each color represents a different user perform-
ing the fit, and the yellow downward and red upward trian-
gles represent the mean and median of all fits, respectively.
The general conclusions drawn from below based on the
event in configuration B are also valid for all of the other
configurations, hence, we show only results for this partic-
1 doi: 10.17632/gcnk7gh4h4.1
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ular event. All fittings and results are provided as supple-
mental material1 .

As can be seen from Fig. 3, when we move from one
viewpoint (left side) to two viewpoints (right side), the per-
formed fits tighten around the true values. For the one-
viewpoint fittings, we can observe many correlations, e.g.,
those who fit a higher latitude, also tend to fit a smaller
half-angle a. Such correlations appear as diagonal lines in
the plots. We note that this is a result of the specific tech-
nique chosen (GCS) in combination with projection effects,
as we are only considering one viewpoint. As a result, the
correlation can change or invert depending on the propaga-
tion direction and tilt of the CME and/or the location of
the spacecraft compared to the CME. In Fig. 4, we present
three fittings that have been performed on configuration B
with one viewpoint. All three fits visually appear as a good
fit, however, they correspond to half-angles of 29�; 48�, and
63�, and to latitudes of �6�;�10� and �11� from left to
right, demonstrating the projection effects. The main differ-
ence between the fits and the true parameters are related to
fitting the appearance of the CME ‘‘legs” in the synthetic
GCS white-light image. However, an observer performing
GCS fits on actual white-light CME data would not see
structured CME ‘‘legs” to visibly distinguish the fits and,
as such, all three fits would be equally valid. For two space-
craft (see Fig. 3 right), the correlations almost entirely dis-
appear. Only a small correlation is left for the half-angle
and height. While having two viewpoints still results in fit-
ting errors, the errors are significantly smaller and system-
atic trends in those errors are removed.

The fitting errors are further explored in Fig. 5 in the
form of box and whisker plots of the GCS fit parameters
for ten fits relative to the ‘‘true” GCS parameters for three
CME events A, B, and C (see Fig. 1). The median and
mean are shown by the black and red horizontal lines,
respectively. The box represents the first and third quar-
tiles, and the whiskers show the full range. The first and
second rows show the GCS parameters of latitude, longi-
tude, axial tilt, half angle, height of apex and aspect ratio
j (direct GCS outputs). In the third row, we show the
derived parameters of the face-on width xFO, the face-on
width at b ¼ 0� (xB0, and the edge-on width xEO (see Sec-
tion 2.1)). We discuss the fourth row of figures in Sec-
tion 2.5. The configurations are labeled on the x-axis by
the number of spacecraft used to fit the CME, 1: single
L1 spacecraft, 2: L1 and one additional spacecraft, 3: L1
and two additional spacecraft. The spacecraft separation
angle with respect to L1 is annotated above each plot
(+90�, �60�, and �120� for events A, B and C respec-
tively). Similar to the correlation plots in Fig. 3, we con-
clude that errors decrease and the box and whiskers
(range) move closer to the true value (error of 0) when
going from fitting only a single L1 spacecraft viewpoint
(A1, B1, C1) to adding one (A2, B2, C2) or two additional
(C3) spacecraft. Particularly for event C, going from two to
three spacecraft does not result in a significant change in
fitting error. This result is valid for this particular event



Fig. 2. Images of synthetic white-light data generated by GCS ray-tracing for configurations A (top row), B (second row), and C (bottom two rows), with
STEREO-B (left), LASCO (middle), and STEREO-A (right) views. For configuration C, synthetic images were created for two different heights of 8.69
and 12.68 R�. The true GCS fits used to create these synthetic data, are shown as the red wire frame with the parameters given in Table 1. A schematic of
the configurations is provided in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Correlation plots of GCS CME parameters for the ten fits using synthetic white-light data from configuration B, two spacecraft separated by 60�

(see Fig. 1). Left - configuration B1: GCS CME parameters from fits made with only one viewpoint (L1). Right - configuration B2: parameters from fits
made with two viewpoints (L1 and L5). All of the values are shown relative to the true GCS fit on which the white-light image data is based. The dashed
lines through the ð0; 0Þ point show the true fit parameters. Each color represents a different user performing the fit, and the yellow downward and red
upward triangles represent the mean and median of all fits, respectively. Please note the differing scales used for the var.ious parameters.

Fig. 4. Examples of different fits to LASCO synthetic images using only one viewpoint from configuration B (L5-like), performed by three different
observers. These examples illustrate a wide range in values for the half-angle. All three fits visually appear equally valid, however, they correspond to half-
angles of 29�; 48�, and 63�, and to latitudes of �6�;�10�, and �11� from left to right, demonstrating the projection effects.
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and may not apply to other configurations, but neverthe-
less this hints towards the crucial need for two viewpoints
for reducing CME parameter errors used for CME arrival
forecasting. One exception to the clear trend in error
decrease is with the axial tilt. For events A and C, the tilt
error slightly increases with the number of spacecraft, while
it remains unchanged for event B. Using the definitions for
the face-on and edge-on widths by Thernisien (2011),
xFO ¼ 2ðaþ dÞ and xEO ¼ 2d, respectively, one can easily
show using error propagation that the corresponding width

errors are DxFO ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da2 þ Dd2

p
and DxEO ¼ 2Dd, respec-

tively. The spread of the edge-on width will thus only
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depend on the spread of the aspect ratio j ¼ sin d, while
the spread of the face-on width (and similarly, the face-
on width at b ¼ 0�) will also depend on the half angle a.
Since the error spread in the half angle is much larger com-
pared to the error spread in the aspect ratio, this will result
in a much larger error spread of the face-on width com-
pared to the edge-on width as is visible in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the relative error in reproducing the true
GCS fit parameters (latitude, longitude, axial tilt, half
angle, and aspect ratio) for the ten different fits for event
C with one (L1), two (L1 and +120�), or three spacecraft
(L1 and �120�). Each color represents an individual fit,
the solid black line shows the mean, and the grey shaded



Fig. 5. Box and whisker plots of GCS fit parameters for ten fits relative to the true GCS fit for three events in configurations A, B, and C (see Fig. 1). The
median and mean are shown by the black and red horizontal lines respectively, the box represents the first and third quartiles, and the whiskers show the
full range. The gray boxes on the bottom row are representative of the MAE of the transit time, which are listed in Table 3. Rows 1–2: GCS parameters of
latitude, longitude, axial tilt, half angle, height of apex, aspect ratio j (direct GCS outputs). Row 3: face-on width, face-on width at b ¼ 0�, edge-on width
(derived parameters). For rows 1–3, please note the differing scales used for the y-axes. Row 4: arrival time errors from the ANTEATR model for
moderate (left), fast (middle), and extreme (right) hypothetical CME speeds. The configurations are labeled on the x-axis such that 1: single L1 spacecraft,
2: L1 and one additional spacecraft, 3: L1 and two additional spacecraft. The spacecraft separation angle with respect to L1 is annotated above each plot
(+90�, �60�, and �120� for configurations A, B and C respectively).
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region shows one standard deviation about the mean. In
general, as the number of spacecraft used in the fit
increases, the fits become more accurate and the range in
errors decrease. Note that the error in the latitude does
not decrease, but neither does it increase and the latitudinal
spread is the smallest of all parameters. In general, latitude
is the most straightforward parameter to fit because it is the
8

least impacted by projection effects, as long as the CME is
not too high in latitude. However, slower CMEs can show
a larger deviation from the source region (including in lat-
itude), which results in a non-radial propagation, that the
GCS method cannot cope with (e.g., Temmer et al.,
2009). Again, the tilt is the exception which begins with a
surprisingly good single spacecraft fit. For this particular



Fig. 6. The relative error in reproducing the true GCS fit parameters
(latitude, longitude, tilt, half angle, and ratio) for ten different fits for event
C, with one (L1), two (+120�), or three spacecraft (L1 and �120�). Each
color represents an individual fit, the solid black line shows the mean, and
the grey shaded region shows one standard deviation about the mean. The
mean and standard deviations values plotted in this figure are shown in
Table 2.
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event, the tilt may have been straightforward to fit with
only a single spacecraft (C1) viewpoint because the true tilt
was nearly 0� and the CME was face-on toward the obser-
ver. As more spacecraft views are added, the observer is
faced with more options for the tilt that can also fit the
other viewpoints.

In addition to the graphical exploration of fitting errors
in the earlier figures, we present the standard deviation (r)
and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) averaged over different
sets of synthetic GCS configurations in Table 2. Column
1 is averaged over all synthetic GCS configurations (A1
through C3), and we also show the minimum and maxi-
mum MAE. Column 2 is averaging over single spacecraft
configurations A1, B1, and C1. Column 3 is averaging over
two spacecraft configurations A2, B2, and C3 and column
is the three spacecraft configuration C3. The trends in this
table are also clearly visible in Fig. 6 as the solid black line
(mean) and grey shaded regions (one standard deviation).
We note that overall the spread in latitude is lower than
the one in longitude, consistent with the analysis from
Thernisien et al. (2009). Furthermore, the spread in half-
9

angle is significantly larger than in the other parameters,
especially important considering that the half-angle is a
crucial parameter for the forecasting of CME arrival times
(see Section 2.5). The maximum MAE values are all from
the single-viewpoint configurations A1 and C1, while the
minimum MAE values are from a mix of the two- and
three-viewpoint configurations, i.e. A2, B2, and C3. The
averaged standard deviations (spread of the fits) and
MAE are largest for the CME half-angle and longitude.

2.4. Derived speed from GCS fits

When fitting real observational data, two (or more) con-
secutive GCS fits at different times are usually performed.
Using the change in the height of the apex and the time dif-
ference between the observations allows one to determine
the CME speed profile. In this study, GCS fits were only
performed for a single height for all configurations except
for configuration C2 (L1 and 120� STEREO-A) for which
we performed an extra fit where only the height of the
CME was altered (see Fig. 2). However, since the fits were
performed on synthetic images, there are no real times
associated with them. Still, we wish to explore how errors
in height measurements propagate to speed errors for a
range of CME speeds. Therefore, we created a range of
hypothetical times differences that correspond to a range
of CME speeds from 400 to 2000 km s�1 with increments
of 400 km s�1, based on the ‘‘true” heights of 8.69 and
12.68 R�. We can then calculate the linear CME speeds
obtained from the fits and compare to the true CME speeds
derived from using the true heights. We determine the
mean error, the MAE, as well as the root mean squared
error. For all of the considered times differences and corre-
sponding speeds, the mean errors are always negative,
ranging between �3 and �16 km s�1 from low to high con-
sidered CME speeds, meaning that we are always underes-
timating the CME speed. One should keep in mind that this
may be due to the specific way the synthetic white light
image data is generated as well as to the specific parts in
this image that are measured by each observer, but we
expect that these variations will increase even more when
considering real observational data. MAE range from 10
to 49 km s�1 (3% error), with corresponding root mean
square errors from 14 to 69 km s�1. Note that this experi-
ment represents a lower bound estimate of the errors that
arise from determining the CME speed from coronagraph
images.

2.5. CME arrival time using the parameters of the GCS

fittings

Lastly, we consider the propagation of the GCS fitting
errors from the synthetic images to CME arrival time
errors of the leading edge at 1 au using the ANTEATR
model (see Kay and Gopalswamy, 2018; Kay et al., 2020,
for a model description). GCS fit parameters of latitude,
longitude and width xFOðb¼0�Þ were used as input to the



Table 2
Mean absolute errors (MAE) and standard deviations (r) for each GCS fit parameter from the synthetic GCS white-light images. Column 1: averaged over
all synthetic GCS configurations (A1 through C3), and we also show the minimum and maximum MAE. Column 2: standard deviations and MAE
averaged over single spacecraft configurations A1, B1, and C1. Column 3: standard deviations and MAE averaged over two spacecraft configurations A2,
B2, and C3. Column 4: standard deviations and MAE for the three spacecraft configuration C3. The trends in this table are also clearly visible in Fig. 6 as
the solid black line (mean) and grey shaded regions (one standard deviation).

All Viewpoints One Viewpoint Two Viewpoints Three Viewpoints

Synthetic GCS A1 – C3 A1, B1, C1 A2, B2, C2 C3

Average MAE Average Average
r Avg Min Max r MAE r MAE r MAE

Latitude [�] 1.95 1.45 0.48 4.28 3.63 2.59 0.73 0.62 0.57 0.48
Longitude [�] 4.17 3.44 0.98 7.77 7.37 6.36 1.65 1.19 2.16 1.47
Tilt [�] 2.62 2.01 1.07 3.3 2.64 1.9 2.02 1.94 4.41 2.53
Half angle (a) [�] 10.6 9.87 4.21 21.8 15.52 15.56 6.11 5.19 9.33 6.86
Height [R�] 0.64 0.61 0.12 1.8 1.28 1.21 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.15
Ratio (j) 0.051 0.049 0.023 0.096 0.078 0.076 0.027 0.03 0.042 0.03
xEO=2 ¼ d ¼ arcsinj 2.92 2.81 1.32 5.51 4.47 4.36 1.55 1.72 2.41 1.72
xFO=2 ¼ aþ d 13.52 12.68 5.53 27.31 19.99 19.92 7.66 6.91 11.74 8.58
xFOðb¼0�Þ=2 6.65 6.25 2.76 12.77 9.65 9.61 3.81 3.44 5.79 4.26
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ANTEATR ensemble model (therefore ten members in the
ensemble relating to the ten performed fits). A separate
ensemble was constructed for each configuration (A1 to
C3: 7 total) and for three different hypothetical CME
speeds, for a total of 21 ensembles. Since GCS fits were
only performed for a single time for nearly all configura-
tions, GCS derived speeds are not available. Therefore
we consider three CME inputs speeds that are moderate
(500 km s�1), fast (1000 km s�1), and extreme (1500 km
s�1). Note that these do not correspond to the speeds
and related errors discussed in the previous section. In
Table 3 we list the CME arrival time MAE from the
ANTEATR model ensemble results for each configuration
and speed (total of 21 options). Row 4 of Fig. 5 shows the
arrival time errors from the ensemble for moderate 500 km
s�1 (left), fast 1000 km s�1 (middle), and extreme 1500 km
s�1 (right) hypothetical CME speeds, where we have kept
the y-axis scale identical for all three plots. The gray boxes
are representative of the MAE for each configuration,
which are listed in Table 3. We can examine these errors
by the number of viewpoints used: single (A1, B1, C1),
two (A2, B2, C2), and three (C3). For the single viewpoint
fits (A1, B1, C1), the modeling results show a mean abso-
lute arrival time error of 4, 9, and 11 h for moderate, fast,
and extreme speed CMEs respectively. From Fig. 3 we
observed that the CME position is fairly accurate com-
pared to the half angle and ratio, therefore the range in
arrival time errors arise primarily from the range of
Table 3
CME arrival time Mean Absolute Error (MAE) from the ANTEATR
model for each configuration and speed.

Speed CME Arrival Time MAE (hours)

(km s�1) A1 B1 C1 A2 B2 C2 C3

500 4.3 5.9 2.3 0.4 2.0 0.6 0.9
1000 7.8 8.8 10.0 1.6 1.6 1.0 2.1
1500 9.2 11.2 14.0 2.0 2.2 1.6 3.7
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CME widths which lead the CMEs to experience drag dif-
ferently within the model. For moderate speed CMEs the
arrival time errors of the ten fits (relative to the true fit)
have a smaller range than faster CMEs. This is because
the drag force in the model is less effective for moderate
speed CMEs. The drag force strength experienced by the
faster CMEs is sensitive to the CME width. The ensemble
CME parameter sensitivity study of Kay et al., 2020 found
that an accuracy of 5� � 10� in CME width (in addition to
other parameters) is necessary to achieve a CME arrival
time error of 5 h or less (for fast and extreme CMEs).
We can see that the trend of error decreasing with increas-
ing spacecraft viewpoints also holds true for the arrival
time error. For the two viewpoint fits (A2, B2, C2), the
average of the MAE for moderate, fast, and extreme speed
CMEs is 1.0, 1.4, and 1.9 h respectively. This is comparable
to the three viewpoint fits (C3), which have a MAE of 0.9,
2.1, and 3.7 h. Again, we note that this experiment repre-
sents a lower bound estimate of the arrival time errors that
arise from determining the CME speed from coronagraph
images. This calls for the critical need to have at least
two viewpoint observations of CMEs to reduce CME arri-
val time errors arising from CME measurements.
3. Synthetic white-light data derived from an MHD

Simulation

3.1. White-light images derived from an MHD simulation

For the second part of our study, to increase the com-
plexity of our synthetic images we generated simulated
white-light data from an idealized thermodynamic MHD
simulation of a hypothetical fast CME which was initiated
from a stable pre-eruptive magnetic state. This allows us to
create a situation that is closer to observational data but
where we are still able to derive a ‘‘true” set of CME
parameters from the full 3D simulation data available,
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which is not possible to obtain for actual CME observa-
tions. The simulation and its application to the study of
Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) has been described else-
where (Schwadron et al., 2015b; Schwadron et al., 2015a;
Schwadron et al., 2017).

The simulation was performed using the MAS code
(Riley et al., 2012; Riley et al., 2019; Török et al., 2018),
which advances the standard viscous and resistive MHD
equations forward in time in a spherical coordinate system.
Radiative losses, thermal conduction parallel to the mag-
netic field, and an empirical coronal heating function are
included. We simulate the region from the solar surface
to 20R� with 251� 301� 261 grid cells in the r; h and /
directions. The grid is non-uniform, with more points to
capture variations at lower altitudes and around the active
region where the CME originates.

We chose this particular simulation for its simplicity: an
initial magnetic configuration consisting of one active
region and a global background dipole field, resembling
solar minimum conditions. After relaxing the configuration
to an equilibrium state, which included a reasonably realis-
tic two-speed solar wind, we inserted a flux rope in mag-
netic equilibrium along the polarity inversion line of the
active region, using the technique developed by Titov
et al. (2014). After a further relaxation phase, during which
the system adjusted to this modification, we triggered the
eruption of the flux rope by imposing slow, localized con-
verging flows at the lower boundary. In Fig. 7, we show
the active region and inserted flux rope. Fig. 7(a) shows a
selection of field lines for the background field (coloured
according to their temperature), overlaid on a simulated
white-light image, where the solar surface is shaded accord-
ing to the polarity of the magnetic field. Fig. 7(b) shows the
flux configuration that is embedded into the background
field shown in (a). The resulting CME rapidly accelerates
to more than 3000 km s�1 at low coronal heights, after
which it quickly slows down and propagates further with
a nearly-constant speed of about 1000 km s�1 before it
reaches 3R�. The interplanetary evolution of this event is
Fig. 7. Summary of MHD CME simulation setup. (a) A selection of field lines f
on a simulated white-light image, where the solar surface is coloured accord
embedded into the background field shown in (a).
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explored in more detail by Lionello et al. (2013). Fits are
performed about 36 min after the simulation start time,
when the CME is approximately at a heliocentric distance
of 3.6R�, after the CME has reached the constant speed
phase. Note that the simulation is of a hypothetical CME
and does not correspond to an actual event.

We have generated simulated white-light images for five
different spacecraft configurations (labelled D through H),
using only the data of the CME simulation described
above. The simulated white-light images were created using
a ray-tracing technique through the MHD density volume,
taking into account the effects of Thomson scattering pre-
sent in actual observational white-light data. For each con-
figuration, the same CME is thus observed from different
viewpoints. However, we note that the users performing
the CME reconstructions did not know they were fitting
the same CME observed from different perspectives, but
were told to fit five separate ‘‘events”. Also, those involved
in preparing the simulated white-light data did not perform
any reconstructions. In Table 4 and Fig. 8 the exact details
of the spacecraft configurations can be found.

Configuration D has one viewpoint and the other four
(E–H) all have two viewpoints. Of the configurations/
events with two viewpoints, events E and F have a 60� sep-
aration, and events G and H have a 120� separation. While
not listed in Table 4, we want to note that the latitude and
the radius of the observing spacecraft locations also slightly
change. This is because actual observational data headers
from STEREO-A and STEREO-B were applied to the
MHD simulated white-light images, which allowed us to
appropriately use the SolarSoft GCS program. Note that
due to a STEREO data gap during the 120� separation,
the STEREO headers corresponding to a 121� separation
were used. Therefore, the locations correspond to the real
locations of the spacecraft at a given time corresponding
to the desired spacecraft longitudinal separation. As such,
latitude and radial distance also correspond to the space-
craft locations as well as the changing field of view as a
result of the changing radial distance. These details are
or the background field (coloured according to their temperature), overlaid
ing to the polarity of the magnetic field. (b) Flux configuration that was



Table 4
Carrington longitude locations of the spacecraft viewpoints for the MHD simulated white-light data as shown in Fig. 8. The‘‘DATE-OBS” from
observational data headers from STEREO-A and STEREO-B which were applied to the MHD simulated white-light images are also listed.

Event Viewpoint 1 [�] STEREO-B Header Date Viewpoint 2 [�] STEREO-A Header Date

D 90 2008-07-09T10:38:28.360 - -
E 160 2008-07-09T10:38:28.360 220 2008–07-09T10:37:30.004
F 220 2008-07-09T10:38:28.360 280 2008–07-09T10:37:30.004
G 160 2009-10-16T10:39:49.043 281 2009–10-16T10:39:00.005
H 210 2009-10-16T10:39:49.043 331 2009–10-16T10:39:00.005

Fig. 8. Spacecraft configurations and CME directions used for creating MHD simulated white-light images of the CME in Heliocentric Earth Ecliptic
(HEE) coordinates. The arrow denotes the propagation direction of the CME in the ecliptic plane. Events E and F have a 60� separation, while events G
and H have a 120� separation.

Fig. 9. Figure showing the MHD scaled density at R = 3.62 R� spherical
slice in longitude and latitude at the same time step of the simulated white-
light data (t = 3 code time units). R = 3.62 R� is the slice at which the
CME cross-section had the largest extent in both latitude and longitude.
The medium red ellipse overlay was used to derive the ground truth for the
CME parameters of longitude, latitude, tilt, half-angle and ratio, and the
white ellipses were used as the uncertainty.
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taken into account when producing the simulated white-
light images.

Unlike for the synthetic white-light images generated
from the GCS model, we do not have an obvious ground
truth directly available from the simulation. As the CME
travels through the domain of the simulation, it changes
its kinematics. Moreover, the overall morphology of the
simulated CME does not straightforwardly compare to
that of the GCS hollow croissant, implying that the appli-
cation of the GCS technique will not be a perfect match to
the simulated CME shape. However, because we have the
full 3D simulation data available compared to just a few
2D viewpoints for actual observational data, we are able
to derive a ground-truth value. We briefly discuss how we
arrived at the final truth value and uncertainty that was
used to compare against the fits to draw conclusions.

To determine the ground-truth GCS parameters that fit
the simulated CME best, we thoroughly explored how to
track and detect the CME within the full simulation vol-
ume using different automated and manual methods. The
automated method involved tracking the maximum scaled
CME density through out the volume, and detecting the
CME edges in 2D slices. However, after several tests we
have decided to deduce the ground truth in the following
way, using a manual method. We used the simulation data
time step corresponding to the simulated white-light data
that was provided to the observers (corresponding to sim-
ulation time t ¼ 3 –code time units– about 36 min after
simulation start). First, to derive the true height of the
CME we reviewed a series of radial spherical slices (longi-
tude versus latitude) of the MHD density, scaled by the
radial distance r2 (an example slice is shown in Fig. 9).
12
We searched for the radial distance (height) at which the
CME front/nose appeared in the density slices. The full
team unanimously agreed that the CME was visible in four
consecutive heights (3.99, 4.06, 4.13, 4.20 R�). The CME
front was not visible after 4.20 R� while it was definitely
visible at the lower height of 3.99 R�. Therefore we chose
4.13R� as the ground truth CME height, and we used the
lower and higher heights to create uncertainties on this

ground truth value: 4:13þ0:07
�0:14 R�. Next, we derived the true

values of the CME longitude, latitude, tilt, and size by
using the spherical slice at which the CME cross-section
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had the largest extent in both latitude and longitude (at
time step t ¼ 3), which was R ¼ 3:62R�. Fig. 9 shows the
MHD scaled density at the R ¼ 3:62R� spherical slice in
latitude and Carrington longitude. At this height, we have
manually fit three ellipses to the CME cross-section in the
density plot that the team agreed reasonably enveloped the
enhanced density region corresponding to the CME. The
smallest (white) ellipse envelopes only the highest density
of the CME, excluding the lower density parts of the
CME, while the largest (yellow) ellipse, envelopes the max-
imum full extent of the CME density. Finally, the team
agreed that the medium (red) ellipse which envelopes most
of the CME density is the most representative ellipse fit to
be used as the truth. The small and large (white and yellow)
ellipses were then used to derive uncertainties. From these
ellipses, we derived the MHD ground truth and uncertain-
ties for the latitude, longitude, and tilt angle, using the cen-
ter and orientation of the ellipse. In addition, the GCS half-
angle a and ratio j were derived from the ellipse minor and
major axes. Note that the ellipse size was used to compute
the non-angular GCS widths in (W FO and W EO in
Thernisien, 2011), from which the half-angle and ratio were
then derived. We present the MHD ground truth GCS
CME parameters and their uncertainties in Table 5. Since
the small, medium, and large ellipse fits were performed
independently, the resulting uncertainties are not
symmetric.

Fig. 10 shows the simulated white-light data from the
different viewpoints shown in Fig. 8 and listed in Table 4.
The images were created for a COR2-like field of view,
out to approximately 15R�. Here we have zoomed into
the field of view to approximately 5R� to better show the
CME. The GCS wireframes represent the MHD truth
listed in Table 5. Configurations D, E, F, G, and H are
shown in rows 1–5. The white-light images show how some
other coronal structures could be considered as part of the
CME when performing a GCS fitting, resulting in a fit that
differs from the ground truth, as discussed in the next sec-
tion. We also observe that the CME front is not symmetric
and round, as in the GCS croissant shape.

3.2. CME reconstruction of simulated MHD white-light data

Now we turn to the GCS CME reconstruction and
related errors of the MHD simulated CME for the five dif-
ferent configurations as presented in Fig. 8. This is a depar-
ture from the synthetic white-light images generated by
GCS (see Fig. 2), for which the GCS geometrical model
can be fit perfectly. Ten different people reconstructed the
simulated CME (ten fits) using the GCS technique for each
of the five configurations. As described in the previous sec-
Table 5
Derived ground ‘‘truth” GCS CME parameters from the MHD simulation of

Latitude [�] Longitude [�] Tilt [�]

26:07þ2:67
�0:56 140:06þ3:19

�0:00 �88:09þ4:43
�1:91
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tion, the ‘‘true” CME parameters were derived from the
MHD simulation, where we also determined an uncertainty
associated with this derived truth. Still, this is a valuable
exercise because, compared to fitting real CME data, the
truth is known up to an uncertainty.

Fig. 11 shows the CME fit results for all five configura-
tions (D through H) in the form of a collection of correla-
tion plots between all possible GCS fit parameters (in the
same format as Fig. 3). All of the values are shown relative
to the MHD ground-truth CME parameters, which is the
ð0; 0Þ point (dashed cross hairs) of each plot. Because each
of the five configurations is actually observing the same
CME event, this allows us to plot the results together.
For this purpose, the measured GCS longitudes (related
to the actual white-light header data) were transformed
into MHD Carrington longitudes. Each color represents
a different configuration (D: red, E: blue, F: light blue,
G: purple, H: pink). The single-viewpoint configuration
D (red) has the largest offset from the truth values for all
parameters, except height, as well as the largest spread
for most of the parameters, compared to all of the other
configurations. We observe that the spread in recon-
structed CME parameters using one viewpoint is much lar-
ger than for two viewpoints, particularly for the longitude
parameter. Visual examination of the ten GCS reconstruc-
tions for configuration D shows that they could be all rea-
sonable fits. These results point toward the critical need of
more than one viewpoint to be able to reduce the uncer-
tainty in deriving CME parameters.

Table 6 shows the standard deviations and MAE (rela-
tive to the ground truth) for each GCS fit parameter from
the simulated MHD white-light images. In Column 1 we
are averaging over all simulated MHD configurations (D
– H), and we also show the minimum and maximum
MAE. Column 2 shows the standard deviations and
MAE for single viewpoint configuration D. Column 3
shows the values averaged over configurations E and F in
which two viewpoints are separated by 60� and in Column
4 they are averaged over configurations G and H in which
two viewpoints are separated by 120�. The trends in this
table are also clearly visible in the box and whisker plots
shown in Fig. 12. The maximum MAE values are nearly
all from the single viewpoint configuration D, while the
minimum MAE values are from a mix of the two viewpoint
configurations E–H. The mean standard deviations (spread
of the fits) and the MAE are largest for the CME tilt and
longitude, followed by latitude, half-angle, ratio and
height. While this is from a specific simulation, these results
set constrains on the size of the error bars to consider for
CME parameters from reconstructions of actual white-
light data. For this specific case, we note that the spread
the CME, and their uncertainties.

Half-angle (a) [�] Height [R�] Ratio (j)

23:1þ1:20
�4:00 4:13þ0:07

�0:14 0:305þ0:172
�0:189



Fig. 10. Simulated white light data created from an MHD simulation of a
hypothetical CME from the different viewpoints shown in Fig. 8 and listed
in Table 4. The images were created for a COR2-like field of view, out to
approximately 15R�. Here we have zoomed into approximately 5R� to
better show the CME. The GCS wireframes derived from the MHD truth
are also shown on these images. Configurations D, E, F, G and H are
shown in rows 1–5.

Fig. 11. Correlation plots of GCS parameters for each of the 5
configurations (D through H) in Fig. 8. Events D, E, F, G, H correspond
to red, blue, light blue, purple and pink, respectively. Please note the
differing axis ranges used for the various parameters.
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for the tilt is extremely high compared to other values. We
will come back to this point later on and discuss in more
detail why this is the case.

The fitting errors for each configuration are further
explored in Fig. 12 in the form of box and whisker plots
of the CME parameters. The format of the box and whis-
ker plots is similar to Section 2.3; however, here we have
added grey bars to denote the uncertainty of the ground
truth as discussed in Section 3. The configurations are
labeled on the x-axis: single viewpoint - D, 60� separation
- E and F, 120� separation - G and H.

We notice from Figs. 11 and 12 that a few parameters
have a larger error than others; the most eye-catching are
the longitude and the tilt. We have further investigated
the data to determine possible reasons for these results.
First, the team reviewed all of the individual fits and
deemed them all reasonable and equally valid. Next, we
considered other possible reasons due to each observer fit-
ting different CME features or different fitting approaches.
For this purpose, we have visually compared the GCS fits
for observers that underestimated the longitude with those
that estimated the longitude closest to the ground truth
value for each of the five configurations. The leading edge
of the simulated white-light CME is not symmetric and
round like the GCS croissant shape, and the southern edge
of the CME is at a larger height compared to the CME
nose, creating a flattened front (see Fig. 9). Upon inspec-
tion, we observed that observers who underestimated the
longitude the most tended to fit the height of the GCS
model to the CME edges, which is above the actual CME
leading edge apex. On the other hand, the other observers
matched the GCS apex close to the actual CME leading



Table 6
Mean absolute errors (MAE) and standard deviations (r) for each GCS fit parameter from the simulated MHD white-light images. Column 1: averaged
over all simulated MHD configurations (D – H), and we also show the minimum and maximumMAE. Column 2: standard deviations and MAE the single
viewpoint configuration D. Column 3: standard deviations and MAE averaged over configurations E and F in which two viewpoints are separated by 60�.
Column 4: standard deviations and MAE averaged over configurations G and H in which two viewpoints are separated by 120�. The trends in this table
are also clearly visible in the box and whisker plots shown in Fig. 12.

All Configurations One Viewpoint Two Viewpoints

Simulated MHD D – H D E, F 60� separation G, H 120� separation

Average MAE Average Average
r Avg Min Max r MAE r MAE r MAE

Latitude [�] 4.02 6.22 3.08 7.85 5.15 7.83 3.76 7.81 3.71 3.84
Longitude [�] 12.81 11.16 4.81 28.76 37.65 28.76 5.34 6.77 7.88 6.74
Tilt [�] 29.64 25.39 18.39 33.2 39.07 33.2 28.72 27.5 25.83 19.37
Half angle (a) [�] 6.17 5.86 3.75 8.11 9.79 8.11 6 6.75 4.54 3.84
Height [R�] 0.32 0.33 0.18 0.57 0.42 0.36 0.21 0.22 0.38 0.43
Ratio (j) 0.109 0.098 0.074 0.129 0.146 0.129 0.11 0.1 0.09 0.08
xEO=2 ¼ d ¼ arcsinj 6.26 5.62 4.24 7.41 8.4 7.41 6.32 5.74 5.16 4.59
xFO=2 ¼ aþ d 12.43 11.48 7.99 15.52 18.19 15.52 12.32 12.49 9.7 8.43
xFOðb¼0�Þ=2 6.18 5.71 3.99 7.68 8.96 7.68 6.12 6.2 4.84 4.2

Fig. 12. Box and whisker plots of GCS fit parameters for ten fits relative to the ground truth for the MHD simulated event for configurations D, E, F, G
and H (see Fig. 8). The median and mean is shown by the black and red horizontal lines respectively, the box represents the first and third quartiles, and
the whiskers show the full range. The grey bars denote the uncertainty of the ground truth as discussed in Section 3. First and second rows: GCS
parameters of latitude, longitude, axial tilt, half angle, height of apex, aspect ratio (direct GCS outputs). Third row: face-on width, face-on width at b ¼ 0�,
edge-on width (derived parameters).
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edge to encompass more of the leading edge into the crois-
sant and the southern edge is above the GCS shape (this is
clearly visible in Fig. 9). We also found some fits where the
observer was fitting background solar wind features as part
of the CME, which also led to larger errors in longitude.
This specific issue could have been mitigated had we pro-
vided the observers with the simulated white-light data
time series instead of just a single time step. Finally, look-
ing at the tilt, we found one observer who consistently fit a
low-tilt croissant and there were a few more scattered low-
tilt fits by other observers. Since in the low-tilt-fit one is
looking at the croissant predominantly edge-on, these
observers consistently compensated by using a higher ratio
(j) to fit the leading edge of the CME. If we do not con-
sider these low-tilt/high-ratio fits, the spread in both tilt
and ratio decreases. Overall, we conclude that the spread
between observers is generally explained by them fitting
different CME features or taking a different approach to
the fitting.
4. Discussion

CME reconstructions from both the single-viewpoint
synthetic GCS and simulated MHD white-light data had
largest errors and spreads overall. In both cases, as the
number of viewpoints increased, the errors decreased.
Under both scenarios of synthetic white-light data, as the
number of viewpoints increased from one to two, the errors
decreased by approximately 4� in latitude, 22� in longitude,
14� in tilt, 10� in half-angle, 1R� in height, and 0.05 in the
ratio j. We did not find a significant decrease in errors
when going from two to three viewpoints for our specific
hypothetical three spacecraft scenario using synthetic
GCS white-light data. Note that this result is obtained
for a set-up with all three viewpoints within the ecliptic
plane (where all coronagraph imagery has been available
to date). Results may in fact differ if a viewpoint at an
out-of-ecliptic location is considered.

Over all configurations and numbers of viewpoints, the
standard deviations and MAE in deriving the CME param-
eters are significantly higher in the case of the simulated
MHD white-light data (Table 6), compared to those from
the synthetic white-light images generated by the GCS
model (Table 2), except for the half-angle and height.
The values in these tables are a starting point for quantify-
ing the error in CME parameters from white-light recon-
structions. For example, we can make an estimate by
rounding the maximum errors across both tables: Dh (lati-

tude)=6�þ2�
�3� , D/ (longitude)=11�þ18�

�6� , Dc (tilt)=25�þ8�
�7� , Da

(half-angle)=10�þ12�
�6� , Dh (height)=0:6þ1:2

�0:4R�, Dj (ratio)

=0:1þ0:03
�0:02, xEO=2 = 5.6�þ1:79�

�1:38� , xFO=2 = 12.7�þ14:61�
�4:71� ,

xFOðb¼0�Þ=2 = 6.3�þ6:51�
�2:27� .

We can also compare individual observer consistency
between synthetic GCS and simulated MHD white-light
images. We ask: Do observers tend to stay within the same
range of parameters for ratio jand half-angle a? We found
16
that about half of the observers measured similar ratios for
both the GCS and the MHD fits that are very close to the
default values from the Thernisien et al. (2009) analysis
(0.4) with a spread of about 0.1. The rest of the observers
did not staywithin this range and fitted significantly different
ratio values for the GCS-generated versus the MHD-
generated white-light images. As such, there is no difference
between the GCS-generated and MHD-generated fittings,
but overall observers tend to stay within the 0.2 to 0.6 range,
with some observers staying true to the default value, not
deviating too much. This bias towards the default value is
likely due to the starting ratio value of GCS fitting tool,
but also because in many situations there are not enough
observational constraints to justify changing the ratio (for
instance, when the CME is on the limb and the tilt angle
ranges in intermediate values). In fact, a proper determina-
tion of the ratio can only be obtained using simultaneous
observations of CMEs away from the ecliptic as performed
by Cremades et al. (2020). In a sample of 12 CMEs, they
found a median value of 0.33 for the ratio. One might argue,
however, that these CMEsmight not be representative of the
full population since they are slower events associated
mostly with quiescent filaments. The analysis of projected
speeds of CMEs (for the lateral growth and centroid varia-
tion) from Balmaceda et al. (2020), on the other hand, sug-
gests higher ratio values with a median of j=0.7 for a
sample of 333 CMEs. Further investigations/studies in this
direction are needed. In this regard, Solar Orbiter will pro-
vide helpful new views away from the ecliptic. For the half-
angle GCS parameter a , observers tend to be less conserva-
tive and use a wide range of values. This conclusionmight be
something for space weather forecasting centers to consider
when training their forecasters.

We discussed the individual observer synthetic GCS cor-
relation plots color-coded by observer in Section 2.3,
Fig. 3, and the individual observer simulated MHD fitting
biases in Section 3.2. In both cases we saw that while each
observer on its own creates subjective spread in parame-
ters, there is a similar spread generated between observers
that fit different features of the CME. Arguably, an ideal
scenario would be for an experienced observer to derive
the best CME parameters by fitting the ‘‘correct” CME fea-
tures that matches the ‘‘true” CME parameters. However,
since neither the ‘‘correct” features or ‘‘true” parameters
are known, we conclude that it is important to consider fit-
ting different CME features when generating an ensemble
of CME parameters from white-light reconstructions.

We note that another important factor to consider when
performing CME reconstructions is the processing of the
white-light data. In this study we used direct white-light
images, not running- or base-difference images that are
commonly used on actual white-light data. We will exam-
ine the impacts of image processing on CME reconstruc-
tions in a follow-up study, using real CME events and
white-light data.

Finally, we note that the height of the CME fits of
the synthetic GCS white-light data was around 10R�,
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compared to around 4R� for the simulated MHD white-
light, and this could have an impact on the uncertainty
of the CME fits. Experienced observers on the team tend
to prefer deriving CME parameters at a height of approx-
imately 10 to 15R�. We examined the MHD simulation for
a later time step at a height of about 10 R� and found that
the MHD truth CME parameters remained largely the
same, except for some slight increase in longitude by 10�,
and slight tilt in the clockwise direction (but still remaining
largely vertical). Therefore we conclude that it is still rea-
sonable for us to compare the CME fitting errors between
the synthetic GCS and simulated MHD white-light data at
different heights.

5. Conclusions

We discussed what errors are introduced when trying to
derive CME kinematics from observations. While in the
past several studies have focused on comparing different
CME reconstruction methods (e.g., Mierla et al., 2010) as
well as determining trends in over- and/or underestimation
of parameters (e.g., Jang et al., 2016), to our knowledge no
published literature has explored the subjectivity of the
human-in-the-loop that affects the 3D CME parameters
that are obtained from any reconstruction technique. With
this work, we took important first steps toward this goal.

Because it is not possible to know the ‘‘true” geometrical
parameters of the detected CME for observational data, we
have designed synthetic situations where the ‘‘true” geo-
metric parameters are known in order to quantify such
uncertainties for the first time. We generated synthetic
line-of-sight integrated white-light intensity images using
the ray-tracing option from the GCS model software itself.
We considered three different GCS configurations, each
configuration with a different spacecraft separation set
up. We performed our analysis on both single and multiple
viewpoint scenarios.

From the results, we observe that moving from one
viewpoint to two viewpoints, the performed fits tighten
around the true values for both synthetic GCS and simu-
lated MHD white-light data, suggesting the critical need
for (at least) two viewpoints for coronagraph observations.
Under both scenarios of synthetic white-light data, as the
number of viewpoints increased from one to two, the errors
decreased by approximately 4� in latitude, 22� in longitude,
14� in tilt, 10� in half-angle, 1R� in height, and 0.05 in the
ratio j. Specifically, having only one viewpoint it is very
well possible to find visually good fits that have a wide
range of parameters (e.g., higher/lower width in combina-
tion with lower/higher height).

As expected, the errors in measured CME parameters
are generally significantly higher in the case of the simu-
lated MHD white-light data compared to those from the
synthetic white-light images generated by the GCS model.
We found the following CME parameter error bars as a
starting point for quantifying the minimum error in CME
parameters from white-light reconstructions: Dh (latitude)
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=6�þ2�
�3� , D/ (longitude)=11�þ18�

�6� , Dc (tilt)=25�þ8�
�7� , Da (half-

angle)=10�þ12�
�6� , Dh (height)=0:6þ1:2

�0:4R�, Dj (ratio)

=0:1þ0:03
�0:02, xEO=2 = 5.6�þ1:79�

�1:38� , xFO=2 = 12.7�þ14:61�
�4:71� ,

xFOðb¼0�Þ=2 = 6.3�þ6:51�
�2:27� .

We note that what may seem like a small error in the
CME height measurement (0.6 R�), directly propagates
into a larger error for the derived CME speed. Using two
consecutive fits of the synthetic GCS white-light data, we
determined errors in the CME linear speed and found an
MAE range from 10 to 49 km s�1. This represents a lower
bound estimate of the errors that arise from determining
the CME speed from coronagraph images. We also investi-
gated the effect of the spread in CME arrival times by sim-
ulating each set of fits as an ensemble run with the
ANTEATR model. Our analysis shows that for the range
of considered CME speeds arrival time errors of up to
4 h are found (representing a lower bound estimate). The
CME propagation model’s sensitivity determines which
parameter has the most impact on the arrival time. In
our case, we notice that the half-angle and ratio determined
by the GCS model creates the largest difference in arrival
time due to its impact on the drag experienced by the
CME in the model. Comparing our results to the ensemble
CME parameter sensitivity study of Kay et al. (2020), they
found that an accuracy of 5� � 10� in CME width is neces-
sary to achieve a CME arrival time error of 5 h or less (for
fast and extreme CMEs). In our study, especially for one

viewpoint observations, we find a MAE=10�þ12�
�6� for the

half angle, which implies that this would lead to a CME
arrival time error greater than 5 h.

When using the GCS model to fit the MHD simulated
CME, first, we find that in fact, the GCS model is too sim-
ple to describe the simulated CME. We expect that for real
observed CMEs, especially complex events, this also holds
true. Second, we want to remark that extracting GCS
parameters from simulation results typically requires a
modification of the results and some assumptions. For
the specific model used here, this resulted in the determina-
tion of the face-on half-width for b ¼ 0�, which is rather
straightforward. However, the GCS model is only equiva-
lent to the classic ice-cream cone model (Fisher and
Munro, 1984) when a is set to zero and as such if a per-
formed fit has a non-zero a, a choice will have to be made
on how to modify the parameters and this will add an addi-
tional error when the classic ice-cream cone model is used
to simulate the CME propagation.

Apart from the subjectivity of the user performing the
fit, other difficulties that introduce errors when performing
a fit on real observations arise. We note here a few, but the
list is non-exhaustive. Firstly, each user decides for them-
selves how to process the data. One can decide to use run-
ning differences, i.e. subtracting two consecutive images for
all fits on the studied event, or base differences, i.e. sub-
tracting always the same pre-event image; as opposed to
using ‘direct’ images as done in the present study. Also, dif-
ferences in data processing can produce artifacts in the
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images that may lead to the false interpretation of a feature
as part of the CME, or also may enhance faint features that
are almost imperceptible in other type of images. Our exer-
cise with the simulated MHD white-light images provides a
clear example on how the CME fit parameters may vary
from observer to observer. This study represents a lower
limit, because when using real white-light data, the error
will be always larger. Secondly, the GCS model may not
perfectly fit the observed CME shape. As such, the obser-
ver decides what feature of the CME to perform the fit
on, e.g. by fitting the overall shape of the CME the best,
or trying to get the frontal part fitting best. Furthermore,
the knowledge of the user on the GCS model and its geo-
metric dependencies highly influences the fit they are able
to perform.

While it is rather difficult to disentangle all of the possi-
ble influences that generate errors in determining the CME
kinematics, there are a few things we can do to better esti-
mate this. In this work, we have made first steps towards
this by considering a set up where the ‘‘true” observational
values of the detected CME are known. Furthermore, our
ISSI team has a study in progress about the effect of the dif-
ferent processing (running vs. base differences), studied on
a real CME event. Lastly, the team performed blind fits on
different real CME events, so that each event has been fit-
ted multiple times by different people, for the first time cre-
ating a broader view on how strong the differences between
performed GCS fits are. The results of the blind fits will
then be used as inputs to a variety of CME arrival time
models which will allow us to more comprehensively prop-
agate the errors from CME parameters to CME arrival
time and impact.
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